Smart Solutions
For

Tangled Springs

D-TANGLER 2000
Only By:

Streamline

Your Production
Detangle With Ease
The D-Tangler 2000 is designed to gently and
effectively separate tangled springs. These units
operate on 110VAC, require no compressed air,
and feature our exclusive Whisper Touch design to provide quiet and dependable operation
at minimal noise levels. Ideal for separating
springs that have “settled” during shipping.

A Simple Concept
Tangled springs are manually dropped into the
input tube. They fall into a steel chamber where
an impeller located at the bottom dislodges
most of the tangled springs and gently
dispenses them through the strategically located
output tube. The impeller blades are carefully
designed on CAD systems to provide the best
performance for gentle and efficient detangling.

Weight: 45 lbs
Power: 115VAC
Hertz: 60
Phase: single
Height: 18 inches
Width: 12 inches
No Pneumatics Required

A Clever Design

The Operator’s Choice

The D-Tangler 2000 is built into an electrical
enclosure to protect the motor, controls, and
wiring, while providing an attractive package
that will compliment any work area. Two
handles are included for ease of transport
within work areas. The full-size rear door and
removable top provide easy access to make
cleaning and service a snap. A commercially
available vibratory hopper may be used to
bulk feed springs into the D-Tangler 2000 for
automated applications.

The input tube can be rotated at 90 degree
increments to suit individual preferences. A
convenient single speed pot operates the
variable speed motor for optimum
performance. Our modern, efficient
manufacturing and development facilites
control costs and ensure accuracy through
high volume production and the industry’s
most stringent quality control for the best
value in separating systems available today.

Untangle Your Spring Problems
Improve Employee Morale
Use Before Vibratory Feeder Bowl For Less Jams
Ship Springs in Bulk Without Extra Separators or Trays
Eliminate Expensive Tack (Fly) Paper and Special Handling
Save Money, Time, and Hours of Frustration

The Proven Solution
It can’t be any simpler! Just drop your
tangled springs into the input tube and
almost instantly you will begin to save time,
money, and hours of frustraion.

If you handle springs,
you need the D-Tangler 2000!

Made in USA
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